How can Microsoft help me understand my current security
posture and get recommendations on how to improve?

SCENARIO:

As a CISO for a large enterprise, I am constantly assessing our security posture. It’s my responsibility to explain how we are
doing and how we plan to improve security to the rest of the executive team.

Microsoft 365 provides simplified and intelligent security management across your on-premises, cloud, and hybrid environments. CISOs gain visibility
and control over their security program and SecOps has the flexibility and freedom to manage security controls for identity, data, devices, apps.

A quantifiable measurement of your security program,
tracked over time to show progress

The ability to solve root cause policy and
configuration issues

Recommended actions you can take now to improve
your security posture

Train employees by simulating an email attack in a
safe environment

Benchmark your security score against other companies
in your industry or of similar size

Security and compliance blueprints to guide the set-up
of your cloud to help keep you compliant

Detailed industry reports on the latest threats

Incident forensic reporting on events, audit logs,
and alerts

Reports that help answer questions, like “How well am I
protected against the latest attack vectors?“

Protects workloads running in the cloud, for both
Windows and Linux

Details view of how well your endpoints are protected
against the latest threats

Microsoft 365 Enterprise E5 provides holistic security across identity and access management,
information protection, threat detection, and security management
Microsoft 365 Enterprise E5 includes powerful security tools that work together in different combinations to protect your organization in a variety of ways.
These products come together to help you understand and improve your security posture:

Microsoft Secure Score

Microsoft Security &
Compliance Center

Windows Defender
Security Center

Get complete, intelligent enterprise security
Test it yourself with a free trial, get serious with
a proof of concept, or learn more at https://aka.ms//M365E5/Security

Office 365 Threat
Intelligence

Azure Security Center

